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A B S T R A C T

Event counting detectors with Microchannel Plates (MCPs) rely on conversion of incoming particles (photons,
electrons, neutrons, atoms, ions) into an output charge of 103–107 electrons. This signal multiplication enables
operation of those detectors at virtually zero readout noise and at very low input fluxes. The encoding of event
position and timing can be performed by various types of readout configurations, which need to be selected
for a particular experiment. Substantial developments in microelectronics have extended the capabilities of
MCP counting detectors to GHz rates, increased their formats to 20 cm and allowed detection of multiple
simultaneous events with spatial and timing resolution as good as ∼10 μm and ∼10–20 ps, respectively.
Unfortunately not all these characteristics are available in a single device. A brief overview of performance
characteristics of event counting MCP detectors with different readouts is presented in this paper, providing the
guidance for the selection of a particular detector configuration for a given set of experimental requirements.
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1. Introduction

Event counting detectors with Microchannel Plates [1] (MCPs) have
niche applications where the capability of MCPs to multiply electrons to
an output charge of 103–107 electrons enables high resolution particle
detection with virtually no noise events generated by the readout
electronics. The fact that signal multiplication is spatially constrained
to a single MCP pore (several pores in case of several MCPs stacked
for higher gain) allows event encoding with spatial resolution lim-
ited by the distance between the pores (typically 6–12 μm for the
current MCP technology). The transit time spread of output charge
depends on the size of the pore and is typically ∼10–25 ps for 5–10 μm
pores [2,3], and ∼50–100 ps for 40 μm pores [4]. No event after-pulsing
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generated by the MCP stack and relatively low dark count rate of
<0.1 count/cm2/s [5] enable operation at high dynamic range (∼0.1 –
107 counts/cm2/s), allowing detection of very low and relatively high
input fluxes in one image, providing the detector readout is capable
of operation at high local counting rates. Detection efficiency of MCP
devices is also relatively high and it depends on the efficiency of
conversion of the incoming particle into an electron or several electrons
at the MCP input (as in the case of visible, UV or soft-X-ray photon, ion,
neutral detection) or within the bulk of MCP glass (as in case of neutron
or X-ray and gamma photon detection). Photon detection efficiency of
bare MCPs [6] can be enhanced by the application of various types
of photocathodes which increase the sensitivity to visible, UV and soft
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X-ray photons [7,8]. Incoming ions and electrons can be accelerated
to reach nearly 100% detection efficiency as various techniques can be
used to steer all secondary electrons, including the ones produced in be-
tween the pores, into an adjacent MCP pore. Doping the MCP glass with
10B and Gd atoms made them sensitive to cold, thermal and epithermal
neutrons [9,10]. Once the incoming particle is converted into an easily
measurable charge of 103–107 electrons the event position and timing
can be encoded by a readout anode, which is usually positioned at
∼0.5–15 mm distance from the MCP output surface, depending on the
specific type of readout configuration. The capabilities of MCP electron
amplifiers mentioned above have to be matched by the performance
of readout electronics, which has seen a substantial evolution over
the last few decades. Unfortunately there is no best type of readout
providing all the best detection characteristics in one device. Some
compromises between the spatial and timing resolution, counting rate
capabilities, active area size, multi-hit capability and other parameters
have to be found for a particular event counting application. In addition
to traditional single-pixel photomultipliers, there are many alternative
(and probably better or more suitable) technologies for single pixel
or small array event counting, which were developed recently due
to the tremendous progress in microelectronics. Among recently de-
veloped solid state detection devices are silicon photomultipliers (Si
PMTs) [11], single photon avalanche photodiodes (SPADs) [12,13] and
others. The possibility to perform high resolution imaging with sub-ns
timing resolution, low dark noise and large dynamic range make MCP-
based devices still attractive for some applications, despite some of the
complications related to MCP technology, such as the requirement to
operate in vacuum, high voltage applied to MCPs (typically ∼1 kV per
microchannel plate), limits on local count rate (determined by the pore
recharge time), fixed pattern distortions at multifiber boundaries, and
few others.

In this article we provide a brief overview of different readout
technologies for the MCP imaging detectors and compare their spatial
and temporal resolution. Only multi-pixel MCP imaging devices are
considered here, where image formats larger than 256 × 256 pixels are
available.

2. The principle of MCP detector operation

The principle of MCP detector operation is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The incoming particle is converted into an electron (in case
of photons by a photocathode deposited directly onto the MCP or
on the input window), which is then subsequently amplified by the
MCP or a stack of two or three MCPs to an output charge of 103–
107 electrons, emitted towards the readout, encoding event location
and timing. The MCP are produced such that the pore axis is typically
biased at 8–12 degree angle relative to the surface normal. Two or
three plates are mounted in the detector such that the pore tilt is in
the opposite direction in each consecutive plate, as shown in Fig. 1
for a ‘‘chevron’’ pair, while 3-plate stacks are often referred to as
‘‘Z-stack’’ configuration. These MCP stacking geometries prevent the
ions generated by residual gas ionization by output electrons to be
accelerated towards the MCP input surface, where they can produce
noise events. The event amplification within the MCP pore is physically
restricted to that pore, which received the initial electron produced
by the incoming particle. In case of multiple MCPs used in a stack
several adjacent pores are stimulated by the electrons emitted from
the previous MCP. The center of the output charge still corresponds
to the location of the initial MCP pore exited by the incoming particle,
thus allowing an accurate event encoding limited by the MCP geometry
(i.e. by the distance between two adjacent pores). The extracted charge
from the pore needs to be resupplied before the next event can be
properly detected and that recharge time can limit the local count rate
capability of the entire detector. The higher the gain needed for the
detector operation, the longer is the MCP recharge time. Microchannel
plates with low resistance values are usually used for the devices

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a detector with a ‘‘chevron’’ stack of microchannel
plates. A semitransparent photocathode is deposited on the input window in that
configuration. An open-face detector can be facing vacuum chamber with no window
installed in front of it. The photoelectron (in case of photon detection) or secondary
electrons produced by an ion, incoming electron or neutron are amplified with gain
103–107. The resulting charge is collected by a readout (Cross Strip anode is shown in
that figure). The event position (and in some configurations event timing) is encoded
by the readout.

requiring operation at high counting rates, but the MCP resistance
cannot be much lower than ∼10 MΩ for an MCP with ∼10 cm2 active
area due to thermal runaway caused by the negative thermal coefficient
of MCP resistance.

2.1. Timing signal in detectors with microchannel plates

The timing of each registered event in a detector with microchannel
plates can originate in two locations in the detector: at the exit elec-
trode of the MCP stack or at the readout anode itself, as schematically
shown in Fig. 2. There are certain advantages and disadvantages of
each. Emission of an electron cloud by the MCP stack creates an
induced pulse of positive polarity on the output electrode, which is
proportional to the gain of that event. That fast pulse is followed
by a relatively slow recovery of the charge, enabling event timing to
be picked up through a capacitive coupling to the output electrode.
The initial positive pulse at the MCP electrode intrinsically is very
fast and if measured properly can be as accurate as the limit of MCP
timing resolution, namely transit time spread of electron multiplica-
tion within the pore(s). However, the output MCP electrode is not
a good transmission line and charge propagation along the electrode
can be affected by the interference from multiple reflections at the
MCP periphery. Some users coat the output electrode with gold or
high conductivity metal and even isolated stripes to get fast timing
in specific areas. One of the strongest deficiencies of measurement
timing at the output electrode is the difficulty of measuring timing
of multiple events occurring nearly simultaneously or with a short
time interval between them. These signals from individual events will
interfere with each other and are difficult to distinguish and to process
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Fig. 2. (a) The timing of the event is encoded by the readout. A pixelated readout is shown in this figure, where each pixel registers both position and time of incoming particle.
Multiple simultaneous events can be processed. (b) The timing of the event is registered by the positive pulse appearing at the MCP output electrode when an electron avalanche
leaves the MCP. Two data streams (position 𝑋𝑖, Y 𝑖 from the anode) and time Ti from the MCP output need to be synchronized. Incoming particles should be separated in time to
allow an accurate measurement of their time of arrival.

Fig. 3. Various types of event encoding readouts. (a) Wedge Strip Zig (WSZ) charge
division readout. Only 3 electrodes/amplifier channels are used. One event is processed
at a time. (b) Cross Delay Line (XDL) charge propagation readout. 4 fast amplifiers
measuring time delay between the pulses at each end of two orthogonal delay lines.
Several spatially separated events can be detected (MCP output electrode signal is used
to resolve ambiguity between the fast signals (Section 3.3). (c) Cross Strip (XS) readout.
Multiple charge sensitive amplifiers are used in the readout (one per strip). Event
location is encoded by calculation of center of charge distribution in two orthogonal
sets of strips. Several spatially separated events can be registered. (d) Pixelated readout.
Independently operating pixels allow detection of many simultaneous events.

properly, especially taking into account the fact that the gain of MCPs
is not a constant value and it has some finite statistical fluctuation
from one event to another. Another challenge in that configuration,
specifically difficult at high input rates, is the need to synchronize
the two independent data streams: one for the timing of registered
events and the other for the (X, Y) position. Ideally time encoding
at the readout anode would be a better choice for the detection at
high counting rates or for the measurements of nearly simultaneous
events. A pixelated readout with many independently operating pixels
can process many nearly simultaneous events and measure both spatial
and temporal parameters of each registered particle. However, the
charge spread in the gap between the readout and the MCP stack

may spatially broaden the pulse at the anode, thus effectively reducing
signal to noise ratio at the anode. Moreover, many charge division and
charge propagation readouts cannot measure event timing accurately as
pulse propagation in those readouts introduces additional distortions.
A single pixel anode with a matching 50 Ohm output impedance, as
reported in reference [14] can be a good alternative for high resolution
timing, but here we only consider imaging detectors providing both
spatial and temporal information on each registered particle. For the
reasons mentioned in this section, most charge division and charge
propagation readout configurations rely on the timing signal picked up
at the MCP output electrode, as shown in Fig. 2b. The same timing
reconstruction from the induced pulse at the MCP output electrode is
used for the devices where timing resolution of the pixelated readout
is not sufficiently high, as in the case of Timepix Readout Integrated
Circuit (ROIC) with its limited 10 ns timing accuracy [15].

3. Performance of MCP detectors with different readout configu-
rations

Various types of event encoding readouts can be used in MCP
detectors, depending on the priorities and requirements for a particular
application. The MCP output charge can be converted into visible light
photons by a phosphor screen placed just below the MCPs, and subse-
quently detected by a photon imaging device. The timing resolution of
such devices is usually rather low or limited to a stroboscopic mode
of operation in case of ns-scale timing resolution requirement. The
location of incoming particle can also be determined by the position of
the pads which receive output charge exceeding a threshold level, as
it is performed by multianode MCP photomultipliers (MCP PMTs) [16]
which are limited to <1000 pixels and require many electronics chan-
nels. A much higher spatial resolution can be reconstructed through a
charge division or charge propagation methods used in certain anodes
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Finally, different ROIC chips can be placed
behind the MCP, with many independently operating pixels, allowing
detection of a large number of simultaneous events, Section 3.4.

3.1. MCP detectors with phosphor screen

One of the possible readouts can be a phosphor screen, which con-
verts the MCP output charge into visible light (often such configuration
is referred to as an image intensifier). The timing resolution in such
devices is determined by the photon detectors coupled to the phosphor
screen, which usually do not take full advantage of sub-ns timing
resolution of MCP event amplification. One of the crucial parameters
limiting the time resolution of such systems is the phosphor decay time
(fluorescence lifetime, typically ∼1 ms and ∼300 ns for widely used
P43 and P46 phosphor screens, respectively). A stroboscopic imaging
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Fig. 4. Cross Strip charge division readout. The charge collected in each strip is amplified and digitized in parallel. An FPGA board performs event detection and calculates the
center of each event from measured charge distribution in two orthogonal sets of fingers. Coincidence between X and Y channels is used to combing them into event position.
Event timing can also be measured from the pulse generated by the charge collected by the strips with an accuracy of ∼1.1 ns (Section 3.2).

can be performed with such hybrid detectors where photocathode can
be time-gated with a ns accuracy and a large number of simultaneous
events can be detected in one single frame. However, such devices are
not event counting and after each gated frame require a substantial
amount of time for the frame readout by an image integrating Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) or a Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
(CMOS) sensor. The spatial resolution of such devices can be on the
scale of ∼100–200 μm [17] with no event centroiding and can be as
good as distance between the MCP pores when event centroiding is
applied [18], but that can be performed at rather limited rates at
present time.

Detectors with microchannel plates coupled to a phosphor screen
found wide use in many applications including imaging at very low
light fluxes [19], astrophysics instrumentation [20], detection of fast
[21] and thermal neutrons [22] to name the few, and many others. All
these devices are typically not counting single particles, although they
can do that in case the input fluxes are quite low.

Single particle detection was enabled recently by a very interesting
development of a hybrid detector, where events produced on the phos-
phor screen of an image intensifier are readout by an event counting
system Timepix/Timepix3 ROICs with a light sensitive Si sensor [23].
The capability of this system to count individual events with 1.56 ns
timing resolution (with Timepix3 ROIC [24]) enabled high resolu-
tion measurements in electron and ion detection and phosphorescence
lifetime imaging [25,26].

3.2. Readouts with charge division encoding

Encoding of the event position from the ratio of charges collected
by the anode electrodes has been used in various MCP detectors due
to the relatively simple electronics with very few amplification chan-
nels required, in particular only 3 channels for Wedge /Strip /Zig
anodes [27,28], Fig. 3a, 4 channels for the resistive anodes [29] and 6–
9 channels for the Vernier anodes [30]. Optimization of the electrode
capacitance is required for such anodes as the accuracy of measured
charge value in such readouts decreases with the larger capacitance of
the individual electrodes [31]. Among the benefits of charge division
readouts are their relative simple planar electrode geometry, making
them relatively easy to manufacture with basic lithographic etching of
metals deposited on the materials compatible with the vacuum levels
required for the MCP detectors, including sealed tube devices. There are
many possible charge division configurations, including the ones where

radial coordinates are measured [32,33]. The number of simultaneous
events detected by a charge division readouts is typically restricted to
one as accurate charge value collected by each electrode is required for
the reconstruction of event position in these readouts. The count rate in
such detectors is usually limited to <1 MHz level, which is determined
by the shaping time (typically ∼μs) in the charge sensitive amplifiers,
which is relatively large in order to minimize the electronic baseline
noise.

Among the most recent developments of charge division readouts
is the Cross Strip (XS) anode, where charges from multiple individual
strips are digitized at high rates and the event location is found from
the center of gravity of measured projections on charge distribution
on two axes [34,35], Fig. 4. A large number of amplification channels,
compared to other charge-division schemes, is implemented in XS de-
vices with a multichannel Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
followed by digitization, as shown in Fig. 4. A self-triggered electronics
mode can function when strip charges are stored in a ring buffer and
the ADC only digitizes adjacent channels for the events exceeding a
preprogrammed threshold value [36]. The use of dedicated ASICs in
XS readouts enables compact and low power configurations, which are
being developed for future NASA astrophysical instrumentation [35].
The spatial resolution of XS detectors has been improved to match the
present MCP geometries allowing event localization as accurate as the
MCP inter-pore spacing of ∼7–10 μm [37]. The counting rates of these
detectors was improved to multi-MHz levels and active areas as large
as 10 × 10 cm2 are available for such readout anodes [35,38], Fig. 5.
If incoming events are spatially separated such that different strips are
excited on the XS anode in both axes, several simultaneous particles
can be detected.

The spatial resolution and good image linearity of 10 × 10 cm2

detector with Cross Strip readout is shown in Fig. 6. The timing
resolution of XS detectors was optimized for the self-triggered event
detection mode with both timing and spatial information provided by
the signal from the anode itself. The shaping time of the preamplifier
ASICs implemented for XS event encoding was ∼50 ns with noise level
of ∼1000 electrons rms. The timing measured by this system triggered
on a signal crossing a specific threshold value has a strong dependence
on the amplitude of the event, as shown in Fig. 7. The larger is the event
gain the sooner it crosses the threshold, introducing the detector walk.
For a narrow range of gain values the resolution was as good as 1.1 ns
FWHM. With the introduction of a Constant Fraction Discrimination
(CFD) into the data analysis, the dependence on the event gain was
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Fig. 5. (a), (b) Photographs of XS readout anode for a ∼30 mm active area detector. Anode is implemented on a ceramic substrate compatible with the sealed tube manufacturing
process. The sealed vias transfer signals from the vacuum side to the connector on the air side of the anode seen in image (b). (c), (d) — XS anode for a 10 × 10 cm2 detector.
Excellent geometric linearity of fingers is maintained over the entire area of the readout, enabling imaging with low distortions, as seen in detector images shown in Fig. 6.

eliminated and the timing accuracy of the detector improved to ∼1.1 ns
FWHM for all events above the noise threshold, when operating at a
detector gain of ∼106 [39].

3.3. Charge propagation encoding readouts

One of the most widely used readout encoding for the MCP detectors
is Cross Delay Line (XDL) anode [40], where the time delay between
two ends of a propagation line is measured to reconstruct the event
position. The highest resolution and simplest readout electronics are
implemented with a serpentine delay line, one per axis, as shown
in Fig. 2b. Only four preamplifiers and two Time to Digital Con-
verters (TDCs) are required for the detector operation [40], Fig. 8.
Different formats were implemented for XDL detectors starting from
small ∼30 mm diameter active area and extended to areas as large as
20 × 20 cm2 [41]. The small number of electronics channels allows
operation of XDL detectors with flexible biasing configurations. The
input of the detector can be set to any potential, for example at ground
potential for the detection of low energy electrons. The output signals
in such devices are capacitively coupled to the readout electronics,
thus allowing the anode to be floated at any desired potential [42].
Detection of electrons with energies less than ∼3 keV is very difficult
to implement for the readouts with many output channels connected
to the sensitive charge or time sensing amplifiers and digitizers (e.g. as
in case of XS or Timepix readout described in next section). Multi-
channel capacitive coupling (e.g. 128 channels for the XS readout) of
the sensitive electronics in such readouts is very difficult to implement

in practice taking into account strict requirements on the readout noise
and ∼3 keV required potential difference across each capacitor.

The spatial resolution of XDL detectors is usually ∼20–30 μm for
the devices with smaller than 50 × 50 mm2 active area and is ∼100 μm
for the large area detectors with 20 × 20 cm2 XDL anodes [41]. One
of the attractive features of XDL readouts is their capability to encode
events in a very large area with relatively small distortions, which are
minimized by a careful design and manufacturing of the anode elec-
trodes, as demonstrated in Fig. 9. The counting rate of those detectors
is usually limited to < ∼0.5 MHz per entire detector as only one event at
a time can be processed by the XDL anode. An interesting methodology
was suggested for the detection of several nearly simultaneous particles,
as long as they are spatially separated from each other by several
mm distance [43]. If two events arrive within the time required for
the processing of one event (typically it is ∼300 ns), it is difficult to
distinguish which signal at one end corresponds to the signal on the
other end of that delay line as two signals arrive at each end of the
delay line. That ambiguity can be eliminated by the introduction of a
start trigger signal for the event arrival, which is generated from the
voltage pulse at the MCP output electrode when an electron avalanche
leaves the MCPs. The sum of two time delays measured at the two ends
of the delay line relative to the start signal should always be equal to
the propagation time of a particular anode (typical propagation time of
an XDL anode is usually in 20 to 100 ns range, depending on the size
of the anode). That constant time is used to distinguish which pulse
on one side of the delay line corresponds to the signal on the other
side of the same delay line, allowing a few simultaneous particles to
be detected. The time of signal arrival at the two ends of the anode
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Fig. 6. UV photon images acquired with a Cross Strip readout of 10 × 10 cm2 area shown in Fig. 5c, d. (a) Deep flat field image exhibiting small residual fixed pattern
modulation (at ∼5% level) caused by the non-ideal geometry of microchannel plates: the pores typically form a hexagonal periodic pattern with some small distortions, caused
by the manufacturing process, described in detail in Section 3 of reference [1]. (b) Pinhole mask image. The pinholes are 10 μm in diameter. Good linearity (with deviations less
than ∼50 μm) across the entire field of view was observed both for the flat field and for the pinhole mask images. (c), (d) US Airforce test pattern image for groups 2–5 (c) and
groups 4 and 5 (d). The Dashed rectangle indicates the cross section through group 4 shown in (e). MCP chevron stack with 10 μm holes placed on a hexagonal pattern with
12.5 μm spacing between the pores is used in this experiment.

Fig. 7. Timing resolution of MCP sealed tube detector (∼30 mm active area) with XS readout [39]. (a) Pulse height distribution of detector. The shaded areas I–IV indicate
the detector gain values for the events filtered for the reconstruction of event timing. The large gain events cross the charge threshold earlier. Gain correction can be applied
to eliminate this effect in order to maintain the highest timing resolution of the detector, when timing is recovered from the pulse measured by the strips on the anode. (b)
Distribution of event times measured by XS anode for different gain values of the event. Short laser pulses (<30 ps time jitter) illuminated the detector. The timing of individual
photons was measured relative to laser trigger. These data indicate that a ∼ns timing resolution is possible for this self-triggered readout with a proper timing correction for the
event gain.

is usually measured with 10–20 ps accuracy resulting in the spatial
resolution of XDL anodes in 20–40 μm range for a typical ∼40 mm active
area. The same signal picked up at the MCP output electrode (through
a decoupling capacitor) is usually used for the timing of the registered
event, as shown in Fig. 2b. The event timing resolution of XDL detectors
was demonstrated to be on the scale of 100–130 ps FWHM for the
detection of single soft X-ray photons [44], and as low as 42 ps FWHM
for electrons [45], while the detection of multiple simultaneous photons
dispersed over multiple pores should enable a better timing resolution
by averaging the event transit time spread over several pores. Fig. 10

shows the measurement performed with an XDL detector with active
area of ∼30 mm, illuminated by the soft X-rays of ∼500 eV energy
generated at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory. The photon bunches produced with time delay of
2 ns are seen in Fig. 10a. Please note the logarithmic scale on Y-axis
in that figure, emphasizing the capability of MCP detectors to measure
peaks with only few counts in them (not arriving simultaneously) due to
very low readout and background noise. It should be pointed out here,
that the efficiency of detection of these low intensity peaks is reduced
by the presence of the preceding bright peak due to the detector dead
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of Cross Delay Line readout for MCP detectors. Fast preamplifiers are connected to each end of the transmission delay line and time difference of signal
arrival between two ends of the anode is converted into a digital value by time-to-digital converter (TDC). The integrated charge collected on each electrode are also registered as
𝑄x and 𝑄y by a charge integrating amplifier. The timing of the event is registered from the positive pulse occurring at the MCP output electrode (usually through a capacitively
coupled connection). Event position and timing are synchronized through time coincidence between these two data channels.

Fig. 9. Pinhole image acquired with an XDL detector with 40 mm active area. Excellent
image linearity (with deviations less than ∼50 μm) is maintained across the entire
field of view. Mask with 10 μm pinholes installed directly on the input surface of a
triple-stack of microchannel plates with 12.5 μm pores centered on 15 μm spacing.

time needed for the processing of one event. The pixelated readouts,
described in Section 3.4, can take full advantage of MCP detector
operation at high dynamic range, where both dim and bright features
can be detected simultaneously. During that experiment, the electrons
in the storage ring were injected into only two bunches, which are
separated by >100 ns time interval. The low counts seen in the bunches
neighboring to the main one (∼2 ns on the graphs of Fig. 10a) are from

the parasitic electrons leaked to the other bunches in the storage ring,
only seen by a detector capable of operation with a very high dynamic
range. With that capability of an MCP XLD detector, ALS operators were
able to investigate the efficiency of their injection and bunch scrubbing
procedure, which was subsequently optimized to remove these parasitic
electrons [46].

Recently there was a substantial development effort by the Large
Area Picosecond Photon Detector (LAPPD) collaboration [47] to pro-
duce high resolution photomultiplier tubes with microchannel plates.
One of the readout methods implemented in these MCP detectors
are the strip lines, connected very fast amplifier and digitizer ASICs.
Currently that technology is being commercialized by an industrial
partner capable of producing 20 × 20 cm2 sealed tubes with multialkali
(𝐾2NaSb) photocathodes, demonstrating spatial resolution of 2.8 and
1.3 mm rms and impressive 64 ps Transit Time spread for such a large
area detector [48].

3.4. Multi-anode and pixelated readouts

Multi-anode Photomultiplier Tubes with microchannel plates, have
been already used in many applications for several decades. These rel-
atively straightforward pixelated readouts consist of a set of individual
(usually square in shape) metal electrodes covering the active area of
the detector [16,49–52]. The timing resolution of those devices has
been shown to reach ∼30–35 ps rms levels for single photons [49,50,
52] and 14 ps [51] and as low as 6.2 ps [50] for multiple simultaneous
particles arriving at the input surface of the microchannel plate (these
can be multiple photoelectrons or multiple photons generated by a
single primary particle, e.g. Cherenkov photons [50,51]). However, the
spatial resolution of those devices is quite limited and the number of
pixels is not exceeding 1000 for the entire detector. Typically, it is 256
elements or less per PMT. Therefore despite good timing characteristics,
these devices usually are not used in the applications where a relatively
high resolution imaging is required.

The progress in microelectronics during recent decades substantially
improved characteristics of various optical sensing devices such as Si-
based imaging sensors. Most of the developments were performed for
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Fig. 10. Timing resolution of XDL detector measured with soft X-ray photons at the Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [44]. (a) Time histogram
of photon pulses registered with the XDL detector when synchrotron operated in a two-bunch mode. This graph demonstrates that MCP event counting detectors are capable
of registration of the bright peak at ∼2 ns simultaneously with the much dimmer subsequent peaks, although the efficiency of the subsequent peak detection is affected by the
detector dead time. (b) Zoomed in strongest peak seen at 2 ns (markers) and a Gaussian fit with 55 ps rms value (solid line).

Fig. 11. Photograph of an MCP/Timepix detector with 2 × 2 array of Timepix chips
visible in the center. The microchannel plates are not installed in the detector exposing
the bare Timepix chips mounted at ∼0.5 mm distance from the MCP stack. The detector
is mounted on a conflat vacuum flange, with output signals transferred outside of
vacuum on the back side of that flange.

the visible light sensors, driven by the consumer products. Combination
of such sensors with microchannel plate multipliers, on one hand,
extends the range of sensitivity of those sensors to other wavelengths,
such as soft X-ray and UV photons and neutrons and in many cases
allows operation at much lower input fluxes, including single event
counting modes. Image intensifiers with the light produced at the
phosphor screen, mentioned earlier, are among the possible solutions.
One of the examples of high resolution detector with an image in-
tensifier was the use of Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) coupled to
an MCP image intensifier [53,54]. Among the advantages of such
readout configuration is the very small pixels in CCD produced with a
lithographic accuracy and the possibility to detect many simultaneous
particles with high spatial resolution, down to single MCP pore limit.
Timing resolution of an MCP Intensifier coupled to a CCD detector
is obviously orders of magnitude slower compared to the intrinsic
capability of MCPs.

Direct coupling of a charge sensing ROIC installed directly behind
MCPs in vacuum eliminates extra conversion of electrons into light
and allows an immediate detection of the MCP output charge, with-
out afterglow or afterpulsing present in some readout configurations

Fig. 12. UV photon images acquired by an MCP/Timepix detector operating in event centroiding mode. (a) A single frame where individual photon events are seen. The frame
acquisition length is optimized to prevent event overlaps for the accurate cluster analysis required for the event centroiding. (b) Zoomed version of image (a) showing the spread
in cluster size caused by MCP operation in non-saturated mode at low gain of ∼105. The center of each cluster is found in both X and Y axes. (c) The image of an US Airforce
test pattern (groups 4–6) where individual MCP pores positioned on ∼12 μm center-to-center spacing are resolved. The detector resolution is limited by the size of MCP pores,
while the readout can encode each photon with few μm spatial resolution. (d) Cross section through the area of Group 5 in image (c) indicated by a rectangle.
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Fig. 13. Time histograms incoming neutron flux measured with the MCP/Timepix detector at a spallation neutron source. The time of neutron arrival relative to the time of
spallation is measured in this experiment. The dips in the measured neutron intensity correspond to neutron energies where resonance absorption of filter materials reduces the
intensity of incoming neutron beam. Many nearly simultaneous events arrive at the detector within first few μs after the spallation. (b) Zoomed in time distribution of measured
neutron flux showing exponential decay of incoming flux at first few μs. Many individual neutron pulses are registered to acquire sufficient statistics. The capability to register
time and position of multiple nearly simultaneous neutrons is crucial for such neutron energy-resolved imaging experiments [55].

where light conversion is involved. Medipix readout chips as well as
ROICs produced by the Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, with
55 and 50 μm pixels, respectively, were tested in combination with
microchannel plate electron multipliers [56,57]. The very small ca-
pacitance of each pixel in these readouts, which enables very low
internally generated noise on the scale of 50–75 e rms. A reliable event
counting with low readout noise is achieved when the event gain is
above the low level threshold of the readout, which in turn is set up
to be well above the internal electronics noise. Thus 50–75 e rms noise
level in Timepix readout enables MCP operation at a very low gain of
104–105, one to two orders of magnitude lower than in XS and XDL
readouts, for example. That low gain operation of MCP detectors is
beneficial for the faster recovery of charge extracted from the MCP
pore (making pore ready for the next incoming event and thus enabling
higher local count rates). On the other hand, low gain MCP operation
also increases the lifetime of the detector, which is often limited by
the amount of total charge, which can be extracted from the MCP pore
(there are other lifetime limiting factors such as damage due to ion
feedback to a photocathode in sealed tube devices). The so-called MCP
‘‘ageing’’ or ‘‘scrubbing’’ effect results in the reduction of MCP gain,
with typical lifetime limit of ∼1 Coulomb/cm2 for conventional MCPs,
recently improved to at least 10 Coulomb/cm2 [58] for the novel MCP
manufacturing technology based on Atomic Layer Deposition [59].

One of the main advantages of such pixelated readouts is the
possibility to detect a very large number of simultaneous events in
event counting mode. The time resolution of both these readouts was
limited to the length of the acquisition shutter, which can be controlled
to few μs accuracy, followed by a readout dead time of the detector. A
true event counting device with timing information for each registered
particle becomes available with the introduction of Timepix ROIC [60]
developed within the Medipix collaboration. One of the hardware
implementation of such MCP/Timepix detector is shown in Fig. 11,
where an array of 2 × 2 Timepix chips is seen with an MCP flange
mounted above it (no MCPs are installed in that photograph). A large
number (>250,000) of nearly independently operating pixels in that
detector substantially extend the counting rate capability (up to ∼GHz
levels) of such event counting devices compared to charge division or
charge propagation readouts. The spatial resolution of MCP/Timepix
detector was demonstrated to be ∼7 μm, limited by the MCP pore size
(pore center to center distance, to be more precise, which is typically
7.2 μm for a 6 μm pore MCP and 6 μm for 5 μm pore commercial MCPs).
That sub-pixel resolution is achieved through event centroiding [61],
where event position is reconstructed by calculating the center of each
cluster, corresponding to a single particle detection, as demonstrated
in Fig. 12. In that mode of operation the MCP output charge is spread
over several pixels by reducing the accelerating field or increasing
the distance between the MCP and the Timepix readout. The fact

that several pixels (ideally around 9) are activated for each particle
when centroiding is implemented, obviously, reduces the total counting
rate capability of the MCP/Timepix detector to ∼10 MHz levels. The
next generation event driven Timepix3 readout substantially extends
counting rate capability of MCP/Timepix3 detector also allowing high
spatial resolution and ∼1.6 ns timing for each registered particle, while
Timepix ROIC only allows either event centroiding or event timing with
10 ns resolution. The next generation of Timepix readout (Timepix4),
which is being developed within the Medipix collaboration [62] is
expected to allow timing resolution of ∼200 ps per each detected
particle within the same 55 μm pixels.

The possibility to time tag each particle, many of them at the same
time, make the MCP/Timepix detectors very attractive for the appli-
cations where a large number of simultaneous or nearly simultaneous
events need to registered. Among such applications are energy-resolved
neutron imaging experiments at spallation neutron sources [55], where
a large number of neutrons and gamma photons are produced at the
time of spallation. Many particles arrive at the detector within a short
time interval (few μs to milliseconds) after the spallation and need to
be registered by the detector in imaging experiments where the energy
of each neutron is calculated from its Time of Flight (TOF) between
the spallation target and the detector, usually positioned at 7–20 m
distance from the source. An example of measured neutron spectra in
such experiments is shown in Fig. 13. Very important here is the fact
that in one experiment >250,000 spectra are measured at the same time
by an MCP/Timepix system, enabling many unique non-destructive
testing investigations in applications as wide as materials science, engi-
neering studies of residual strains and texture, energy research, studies
of museum objects and many others [55]. Simultaneous measurement
of so many transmission spectra, each within small area (down to
55 μm –size of the detector pixel) enables high resolution mapping of
various sample properties, such as microstructure (through the analysis
of Bragg edges for polycrystalline or Bragg dips for single crystal
materials), elemental composition (through the analysis of neutron
resonance absorption). These techniques provide complementary (and
sometimes unique) information in addition to point by point scanning
methods such as X-ray or neutron diffraction.

4. Summary

As stated earlier, there is no one type of readout configuration
which best fits all the requirements and challenges of various appli-
cations utilizing event counting detectors with microchannel plates.
Very frequently just one characteristic of a particular detector makes
it unusable for a given experiment, despite the fact that the rest of
the performance parameters are perfectly matched to the requirements.
Just a simple example: an MCP/Timepix detector which can image
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Table 1
Summary of MCP detector characteristics for different types of readout.

Spatial resolution Temporal
resolution 1
particle

Global count rate Size MCP-
Gain

Uniformity /
linearity

Simultaneous
events

Phosphor screen 100 μm > 1 ms
∼ns gated modea

> GHz <10 cm 103 Good ∼109 no
countingb

Wedge Strip Zig
(WSZ)

100–200 μm 10–100 ps rms < ∼0.5 MHz <10 cm 107 Moderate 1

Cross Delay Line
(XDL)

∼20 μm (for < ∼4 × 4 cm2 area)
∼100 μm (for < 20 × 20 cm2

area)

10–100 ps rms < ∼1 MHz <20 cm 107 Good 1–5d

Cross Strip (XS) ∼ 7–10 μm 10–100 ps MCPout
∼1.1 ns anode

∼5 MHz <10 cm 106 Small fixed
pattern

1–5e

Timepix 55 μm (up to GHz rates)
∼7 μm (< 10 MHz rates)

10 ns ∼GHz @ 55 μm
∼10 MHz @ ∼7 μm

2.8x(2.8*N) cm2 105 Good, except
chip gapsc

∼104

Timepix3 55 μm (up to GHz rates)
∼7 μm (< 30 MHz rates)

0.75 ns rms ∼GHz @ 55 μm
∼10 MHz @ ∼7 μm

2.8x(2.8*N) cm2 105 Good, except
chip gapsc

∼104

Timepix4 (expected) 55 μm (up to GHz rates)
∼7 μm (< 100 MHz rates)

∼200 ps ∼2 GHz @ 55 μm;
∼200 MHz @ ∼7 μm

(2.8*M)x(2.4*N)
cm2 – 4 side
buttablef

105 Good, except
chip gapsc

∼104

Transmission line
(LAPPD)

1–3 mm ∼100 ps rms ∼100 MHz <20 cm 107 Some distortions 1–5e

aGated mode resolution per acquisition frame, followed by a readout dead time, determined by the integrating frame readout sensor.
bCombined with Tpx3Cam detector (Timepix-based [26]) can operate in event counting mode with >106 events/s.
cThe dead area (gaps between the chips) is typically 50–100 μm wide.
dFor multi-particle detection the start signal is required from the MCPout electrode, the events should be separated in time by at least few ns [43].
eEvents should be spatially separated to excite separate strips on the anode.
fM and N are integer numbers.

photons at very high input rates, with very high spatial resolution,
capable of registering multiple simultaneous events, cannot be used for
the experiments where individual photon pulses, separated by 2 ns at
the Advanced Light Source need to be distinguished. That is due to
the fact that the timing resolution of Timepix readout is limited to
10 ns (Timepix3 allows for 1.56 ns timing and Timepix4 is expected
to provide ∼100–200 ps resolution). Detectors with Cross Delay Line
readout are being used where sub-ns time resolution is required for
an imaging detector, despite their limited count rate capability. A
compromise between the crucial requirements and available detector
characteristics is to be found in many experiments. In Table 1 we
briefly summarize the characteristics of each of the readouts described
in previous sections. The values in this table are highly generalized, but
can still serve as a guidance for the selection of a specific MCP detector
for a particular application.

Despite all the progress in solid state photon counting devices, such
as Si PMTs, detectors with microchannel plate electron amplifiers still
have some niche applications where event counting with high spatial
and temporal resolution over large active areas with no readout noise
and high dynamic range is needed. The novel MCP manufacturing tech-
nologies and progress in the readout and data processing electronics
substantially extended the counting rate capabilities and lifetime of
MCP-based detectors. Therefore we believe MCP event counting devices
will remain detection technology of choice for various application in
the near future.
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